Nonlocal Low-Rank Tensor Completion for Visual Data.
In this paper, we propose a novel nonlocal patch tensor-based visual data completion algorithm and analyze its potential problems. Our algorithm consists of two steps: the first step is initializing the image with triangulation-based linear interpolation and the second step is grouping similar nonlocal patches as a tensor then applying the proposed tensor completion technique. Specifically, with treating a group of patch matrices as a tensor, we impose the low-rank constraint on the tensor through the recently proposed tensor nuclear norm. Moreover, we observe that after the first interpolation step, the image gets blurred and, thus, the similar patches we have found may not exactly match the reference. We name the problem ``Patch Mismatch,'' and then in order to avoid the error caused by it, we further decompose the patch tensor into a low-rank tensor and a sparse tensor, which means the accepted horizontal strips in mismatched patches. Furthermore, our theoretical analysis shows that the error caused by Patch Mismatch can be decomposed into two components, one of which can be bounded by a reasonable assumption named local patch similarity, and the other part is lower than that using matrix completion. Extensive experimental results on real-world datasets verify our method's superiority to the state-of-the-art tensor-based image inpainting methods.